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LES	simulations:	Spatial	vs	Temporal

Higher	moments	at	the	top	of	the	CBL

Spatial

Kurtosis	vs.	Skewness:	(top)	Spatial	averaging	and	(bottom)	
Temporal	averaging		using	(left)	the	Bottom	Up	scalar,	and	(right)	
the	Top	Down	scalar

Top: Temporally averaged water vapor moments from LES
Bottom: Same, but spatially averaged

Kurtosis vs. Skewness: (Left) Observed;  (Middle) Temporally based; 
(Right) Spatially based

v Water vapor turbulence is derived from observations and LES modeling
v Turbulent profiles were computed from the TWP Raman lidar located at Darwin,

Australia from 62 cases, comprising of 13 monsoon and 49 non-monsoon events
v Median of the water vapor variance profile is larger in the monsoon events than in

the non-monsoon, and neither agrees well with median variance profile from the
SGP.

v The coefficient of the structure function profiles, which is related to molecular
dissipation rate, in monsoon events is also found to be larger than during the non-
monsoon.

v LES simulations show a discrepancy between the humidity distributions based on
spatial versus temporal statistics, especially in the higher order statistics.

v The sub-gaussian kurtosis at the top of the CBL that was reported from
observations (McNicholas and Turner 2014) can be reproduced in the temporal
LES statistics, but not in the spatial statistics.

v The difference between spatial and temporal statistics can be fully explained by
high kurtosis values (>~5) in the spatial distribution of the top-down scalar

v This is attributed to relatively rare but long lasting entrainment events (dry
tongues, Couvreux et al 2007), which cause a bias in the temporal statistics.
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Mean water vapor mixing ratio profiles for each 2 h period for (a) non-monsoon and
(b) monsoon. The dark dashed line in Fig 1a is the median of water vapor profile at
the SGP taken from Turner et al. [2014] and the solid dark lines are the median
profiles in monsoon and non-monsoon.

Median the profiles of atmospheric water vapor variance (a), coefficient of the
structure function (b) and skewness (c) derived from monsoon and non-
monsoon cases. The dashed dark line is the median variance profile at the
SGP taken from Turner et al. [2014].

Relationship between the atmospheric variance and the coefficient of the structure
function for the median profiles shown above for non-monsoon (a, b) and monsoon
(c, d) events. The linear fits were performed over the altitude ranges 0.85-1.05 zi and
0.5-1.03 zi in the left (a, c) and right panels (b, d), respectively.

The distribution of the vertical gradient in water vapor mixing ratio at zi (a) and the
atmospheric variance at zi as a function of the square of the gradient of water vapor
mixing ratio at zi (b).

Assuming that the atmospheric variance, 𝑞"# , is mainly as a result of
isotropic turbulence within inertial subrange (Monin and Yaglom 1979), the
ACF at lag	τ, 𝑀'' 𝜏 , can be approximated as

𝑀'' 𝜏 = 𝑞"# − 𝐶𝜏# ,⁄

where C is a parameter that contains both the eddy dissipation and the scalar
variance dissipation

vVariance and the coefficient of the structure function profiles in the
monsoon is larger

vVariance of the non-monsoon & the SGP are equal between 0.3-0.75 zi
vVariance of the monsoon & the SGP are equal between 0.9-1.1 zi
vSkewness profiles show a transition from negative to positive just below zi
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vNi is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency in the 
interfacial layer, w* is the convective 
velocity scale and cq is a constant

vCorrelation	coefficients	were	found	to	
be	0.73	and	0.80	for	monsoon	and	
non-monsoon	seasons,	respectively

vAfter	removing	a	single	case	in	the	
monsoon	events	that	is	more	than	two	
standard	deviations	from	the	mean.

vThe slope in the monsoon is larger than the slope during the non-monsoon

vLarger	variance	leads	to	larger	destruction	rate	of	variance	[Wulfmeyer	et		al.	2016]
v The	relationship	between	water	
vapor	variance	at	zi and	the	square	
of	the	gradient	of	water	vapor	
mixing	ratio	at	zi [Sorbjan	2005]

vJust like with the variance, skewness and kurtosis of water vapor at 
BL top reproduces observations well

vThe temporal statistics show kurtosis below 3 (Gaussian) at BL top
vSpatial statistics show kurtosis close to 3 at BL top.

Time-height cross-section of water vapor mixing (g kg-1) from Raman
lidar at Darwin, Australia. The data have 10-s and 37.5 m resolutions

vWell	mixed	and	quasi-stationary	CBL	for	2	hours;	0650-0850	UTC	
vLT=UTC+0930
vSunset		~0930	UTC		
vSolar	noon	~0300	UTC
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vProfiles	are		nearly	constant	from	0.3-0.8	zi &	decreases	above	0.8	zi due	to	mixing

vProfiles	in	the	non-monsoon	cases	decrease	fast	above	zi unlike	in	monsoon	cases

vMedian	of	water	vapor	from	the	non-monsoon	cases	is	more	similar	to	the	SGP

Cloud size distribution produced from different LES simulations

vLES simulations driven by ARM variational analysis (Xie et al, 2004) are 
well able to reproduce water vapor moments (Turner et al, 2014)

vHowever, moments are not the same between spatial and temporal 
averaging. How come?

vIt is mostly the top down scalar (nr 2) that shows a strongly enhanced 
kurtosis in spatial statistics as compared with temporal

vWe interpret that as persistent but local entrainment events, such as dry 
tongues (Couvreux et al 2007)

vInsufficient spatial sampling will likely miss those downdrafts, and 
alter higher order moments.

vTo understand the reason behind the discrepancy between temporal 
and spatial, we look at two artificial scalars:

1) Bottom up: No initial value, just a surface flux; 
emphasizes thermal updrafts

2) Top down: No surface flux, just an initial value above 
the BL; emphasizes entrainment events

vAny scalar (water vapor, temperature) behaves as a linear combination 
of these two scalars.

vLES cloud size distributions between different LASSO simulations and 
own DALES simulations with different setting and initial conditions

vAll runs show a power law
vThe slope of the power law is not universal, and seems model dependent
vInitial conditions and driver details are less of a source of uncertainty

TWP	Raman	Lidar	Observations

LES	cloud	size	distributions


